Jet Card Programme

BE ONE

Discover a
new way to travel
Are you a frequent flyer? Gestair ONE is the new card with which our customers can
simply fly, with full access to all premium services.
We analyze your travel habits and frequencies in order to adapt Gestair ONE to your
needs, considering your frequent destinations, number of passengers per flight, days
of travel, among others.
As no two customers are the same, we have developed a flexible product that adapts
to you, a ONE product.
No last minute surprises
With Gestair ONE Jet Card you only pay in advance for the flight time and cabin type
you have chosen. You will have the convenience of having aircraft previously chosen
with a previously granted credit, optimising your costs and making them predictable.
An adapted and adjusted price, with no surprises or changes. It is the option specially
designed for our ONE Customers.

I NFI NI TE P OSSI BI LI TI ES

Gestair ONE, your tailor-made card
Tell us your preferences, frequency of travel and most frequent journeys. Our team of professionals will analyze and study the proposal that
best suits your needs. With Gestair ONE, no matter the destination, frequency or whether your flight is one-way, round-trip or both, we
have the perfect solution, a solution just for you. With our card you will have access to the largest and most versatile fleet of aircraft from
short range to ultra-long range.

Gestair ONE,

a card that adapts
to you

• Depending on the type of flight
		 • One-way
		 • Round-trip
		 • Combination
		
of both

• Depending on flight duration
		 • Short
		 • Medium
		 • Long
		 • Ultra-long

• Depending on cabin size
		
		
		
		

• Up to 4 pax
• Up to 6 pax
• Up to 8 pax
• Up to 10 pax

		 • Up to 12 pax
		 • Up to 14 pax
		 • Up to 16 pax

Fully configurable
on any of your flights

MAKE THE DI FFER ENCE

Advantages of Gestair ONE
Priority aircraft availability

Cancellation conditions

Access to the entire fleet on a preferential basis,

Get preferential cancellation conditions with greater

regardless of the type of cabin. All this, with the

flexibility even less than 24 hours before your flight.

guarantee that you will always receive priority treatment
compared to conventional charter.

Welcome on board
Fixed one-way
& round-trip prices

Receive an exclusive welcome on board, with Gestair
ONE detail on every flight. Our exceptional ONE
catering is carefully designed according to your tastes

Enjoy fixed prices for all one-way and round-trip flights

and preferences, adapted to the time of day you fly, and

for the duration of the contract. Moreover, get on-time

included in the price of your Gestair ONE card.

access to your ONE account. No surprises, pay exactly
for what you enjoy.

Horizon, carbon neutral
Ease of management
You will have assigned a 24/7 Travel Advisor and a
global coverage. Online access to your ONE account

When you fly with your Gestair ONE Jet Card, not only
will you enjoy the best service, but you will also be
being environmentally responsible thanks to Horizon,
our carbon neutral programme.

with private area on the web and app so you have
all the information you need at the time without final
delays in the processing of payments as you enjoy a
credit for flying.

24/7 Travel Advisor,
personalised service

NO LI MI TS

Additional services
We want your Gestair ONE experience to be limitless. Imagine everything you need for your perfect trip and do not worry about it. At
Gestair we can provide you with transfer services, accommodation, space reservations and even exclusive experiences for your leisure and
business trips. As simple as telling us your needs and the cost will be deducted directly from the balance of your card.

Transfer

Exclusive experiences

No matter in which city you are. We can provide you with a

A specialised guide, a box to watch the final of a tournament, a

shuttle service to and from the airport in top-of-the-range

private pass to a museum, a personal shopper... If you need it,

vehicles.

just let us know and we will do our best to help you.

Accommodation

Reservation of spaces

Looking for a hotel? Our sales team will present you with

Whatever the reason for the meeting, Gestair will book the

accommodation alternatives according to your preference and

rooms or spaces that best suit each situation. Charming, unique

will take care of booking your choice.

or simply functional venues; exclusive options for every moment.

We take care of every last detail
so that you simply fly

THE MOST VER SATI LE FLEET

Ranges
• Short
Aircraft with a maximum range of 1,600 km and a capacity of up to 6 passengers.

• Very Light Jet ≤ 4 pax

• Light Jet ≤ 6 pax

• Range: Up to 1,600 Km

		 • Citation Mustang/M2/CJ1

		 • Citation CJ3/CJ4

• Cruise Speed: Up to 700 Km/h

		 • Phenom 100

		 • Lear Jet 40

• Pax: Hasta 6 pax

		 • Citation Bravo/V/Encore

• Range (Hours): Up to 2:30 h

		 • Premier IA

• Medium
Aircraft with a maximum range of 2,900 km and a capacity of up to 8 passengers.

• Medium Size Jet ≤ 8 pax

• Super-Mid Size Jet ≤ 8 pax

• Range: Up to 2,900 Km

		 • Lear Jet 55/60/70/75

		 • Gulfstream 200

• Cruise Speed: Up to 780 Km/h

		 • Hawker 750/800/900

		 • Falcon 2000

• Pax: Up to 8 pax

		 • Gulfstream 100

		 • Legacy 600

• Range (hours): Up to 4:00 h

		 • Phenom 300

		 • Challenger 300/350

		 • Citation Excel/XLS/XLS+

		 • Cit. Sovereign/ Sov+/Latitude

		 • LJ 40XR/45

		 • Hawker 800/850/900 XP

		 • Hawker 400XP

		 • Gulfstream 150

*The list of aircraft may vary depending on availability.

Imagine your perfect trip,
any destination is possible with Gestair ONE
• Long
Aircraft with a maximum range of 6,500 km and a capacity of up to 12 passengers.

• Long Jet ≤ 10 pax

• Long Jet ≤ 12 pax

• Range: Up to 6,500 Km

		 • Falcon 2000LX

		 • Falcon 900EX/LX

• Cruise Speed: Up to 850 Km/h

		 • Challenger 650

		 • Gulfstream 450

• Pax: Up to 12 pax

		 • Challenger 850

• Range (Hours): Up to 7:00 h

		 • Challenger 605
		 • Legacy 650
		 • Gulfstream 280
		 • Citation Longitude

• Ultra-long
Aircraft with a maximum range of 10,500 km and a capacity of up to 16 passengers.

• Ultra Long Jet ≤ 14 pax

• Extended Ultra Long Jet ≤ 16 pax

• Range: Up to 10,500 Km

		 • Global 6000

		 • Gulfstream G650ER

• Cruise Speed: Up to 900 Km/h

		 • Gulfstream 600

		 • Global 7500

• Pax: Up to 16 pax

		 • Global XRS

		 • Global 6500

• Range (Hours): Up to 13:30 h

		 • Gulfstream G550

		 • Gulfstream G650

		 • Falcon 8X
		 • Falcon 7X

*The list of aircraft may vary depending on availability.

MAXI MUM SI MP LI CI TY

One step away from being ONE
Becoming a member of Gestair ONE is very simple. Contact us and we will guide you through the process in a totally personalised way and
according to your needs. You are just one step away from a world of possibilities.

1. First contact

3. Personalised proposal

We schedule a meeting to get to know your needs and to be

We will personally present the offer in a presentation in which we

able to define the product that best suits your flight pattern.

compile all the information necessary to evaluate the proposal.

2. Exhaustive analysis

4. Acceptance and signature

Our team of professionals assesses all possible options to find

We draw up a contract in accordance with the previously

the perfect solution.

established conditions and we give you your Gestair ONE card.
Everything is ready for you to simply fly, without the need for
signatures, immediate payments or last-minute formalities.

Personalised advice
from the beginning to the signing

gestair.com
H24: +34 91 784 62 70
one@gestair.com

